
Our extensive technology mounting range  
is supercharged with unmatched customer 
service and intuitive design to take your  

project from initial workspace conceptions  
all the way through to end-user satisfaction.

Corporate Snapshot

Visual technology is everywhere — guiding, displaying, teaching, 
entertaining — in work spaces, in public places, and in our homes. 
And because technology is everywhere, it’s more important than 

ever to be able to interact with it comfortably, safely and effectively.
Atdec mounting solutions are engineered with infinite mounting 

configurations to make your interactions with laptops, TVs, 
projectors and other technology easier, safer and more ergonomic.

Experts in designing visual technology mounts for:
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Hundreds of configurations Public and private spaces

UNBEATABLE RANGE UNMATCHED SERVICE

Start with your 
complimentary diagnostic

Finish with training 
for pro installers

Enjoy especially  
customised solutions

Our engineers build upon 
our existing customisable range  

to transform tricky problems  
into bespoke solutions

Our mounts are trusted 
by the world’s biggest brands

INTUITIVE DESIGN TRUSTED BRAND

Why work with us
Achieve remarkable results 
Our extensive technology mounting range is supercharged with unmatched 
customer service and intuitive design to take your project from initial  
workspace conceptions all the way through to end-user satisfaction.

Future-proof your environment
Explore interchangeable mounting configurations—including  
multi-screen, multi-device and multi-user—to meet your technology’s 
space, weight, height, and occupational requirements. 

Enhance human-tech interactions
Our cleverly-engineered visual technology mounts are installed in public and 
private spaces across multiple sectors including corporate, financial, retail, 
education, healthcare, government, tourism, travel, media, and events.

Revitalise your 
commercial office 
with strategic zones, 
knowledge work zones, 
collaborative zones,  
and welcome zones.

Optimise your 
information delivery 
across advertising, 
updating, entertaining, 
and teaching spaces.

Boost your service 
and sales with fixed, 
hybrid and mobile 
POS devices, as well as 
assisted and unassisted 
point of service areas.

WORKSPACE

DIGITAL SIGNAGE 

RETAIL
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